With the widespread use of social media, companies now have access to a wealth of customer feedback data which has valuable applications to Customer Relationship Management (CRM).
INTRODUCTION
Organizations embarking on the customer relationship management (CRM) journey are increasingly using customer data to drive business decisions. The Banking, Financial services and Insurance (BFSI) industry also relies heavily on data analytics for their day-to-day functions like fraud detection, credit scoring, risk analytics or cross-sell/up-sell, which come under the realm of Analytical CRM (ACRM). In addition to a large amount of data collected by these organizations from various customer touchpoints, critical customer feedback data is now available from social media platforms, which are the most preferred channels for customers to express their opinions/grievances regarding the products and services.
Efficient analysis of customer complaints can help the organizations strengthen the communication channels with their customers and resolve their issues quickly, turning complaining customers to loyal repeat customers [1] , [2] . Essentially, non-redressal of complaints leads to customer churn and decreased sales. Yet, going through the expectedly large amounts of feedback would be timeconsuming and would affect the turnaround time. A purely manual approach would be infeasible in most of the cases. Alternative approaches such as text mining and NLP techniques can help greatly here, by providing an automated way of generating insights from the large amounts of text. The most popular task carried out on customer feedback data is the classification of the sentiments expressed by the customer in their respective feedback document. This task involves classifying the sentiments into positive or negative classes to extract the overall perception of the customers towards a product or service. Sentiment classification is performed at various levels including document-level, sentencelevel, and aspect-level. Opinion summarization is another class of analysis of customer feedback, which generates a summary of the feedback for a target (product or service) from a large corpus of feedback documents. Before a full-fledged sentiment analysis of the complaints is undertaken, represent the distribution of input data with a smaller set of "prototype vectors". Each output node is fully connected to the input layer and contains a weight vector of the same dimension as that of the input vectors. As the network is trained, samples or records that are more similar get associated with adjacent nodes on the output layer, while less similar ones get associated with distant nodes.
In this paper, we propose an unsupervised learning model, which adequately caters to the need of suitably analyzing customer complaints to derive actionable insights. We analyze four customer complaints datasets related to four leading commercial banks in India using self-organizing maps and demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed method in analyzing and visualizing such data. However, since text data is high dimensional, processing it is computationally expensive and slow. To increase the speed of computation, we also propose CUDASOM, a parallel version of the model which has been implemented on CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) which is a parallel computing architecture developed by NVIDIA.
The paper is structured as follows. First, we present the motivation behind this work in section 2.
Then, we highlight the significant contributions of our work in section 3 and present an overview of literature review in section 4. A description of the techniques is provided in section 5. The details of our approach and the experimental setup are explained in section 6 and section 7 respectively. The results are discussed in section 8 and the concluding remarks are presented in section 9.
MOTIVATION
Sentiment classification of a corpus of complaints would logically assign a negative sentiment score to all the complaints and opinion summarization would result in summaries, which are neither meaningful nor useful. Therefore, while these two tasks are popular in the sentiment analysis domain and are extremely helpful in gaining insights regarding customer perception, they are ineffective in analyzing a corpus of complaints with a view to rapidly draw actionable insights. Moreover, both these techniques are supervised learning techniques which require time and effort for labeling the data and developing a reasonably well-performing model. Although unsupervised learning techniques have been proposed in the literature for sentiment analysis [3] [4], these works focus on analysis of datasets containing both positive and negative sentiments whereas the focus of this paper is customer complaints, a type of dataset containing only negative sentiments. On the other end of the spectrum are niche unsupervised techniques like clustering which can deliver quick output, but impose an overhead of painstakingly elaborate analysis in terms of choice of number of clusters and understanding the nature of complaints within a group. Since text data is high-dimensional, visualization of the clusters to learn about possible interrelationships in the data requires help from auxiliary tools. A tool to analyze customer complaints should ideally help the service executives to identify the landscape of complaints so that they could derive actionable insights from them rapidly and also prioritize the complaints for a speedy redressal. The benefits of such tool would be pronounced if the tool provides these insights in a visual format. For example, it would be extremely helpful for a service manager to 4 identify the product-wise distribution of complaints so that the tasks are prioritized accordingly or, to identify a pressing issue affecting a large customer base, so that the team responsible is immediately deployed in resolving the problem. SOM effectively addresses these requirements in the following ways, a) it works in the absence of labels, b) it automatically performs dimensionality reduction making visualization possible c) owing to its topology preservation properties, it helps in visualization of the landscape of the data along with their topological relationships which is paramount and also invaluable for this task. Therefore with SOM at its core, we developed a visual sentiment analysis framework which can help the banks to efficiently handle customer complaints. By the virtue of being an unsupervised approach, the proposed method can quickly paint an approximate picture for the operational CRM staff to start taking action. As such, this method can act as an effective precursor before an in-depth study is performed using the supervised methods.
CONTRIBUTION
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first effort on employing SOMs for visualizing customer complaints from grievance prioritization and redressal perspective. The major contributions of our work as follows:
• We propose a novel procedure to perform visual sentiment analysis of customer complaints, which could significantly improve the grievance redressal systems. The efficacy of the model has been established with real-world complaints datasets for four Indian banks.
• We also propose CUDASOM, a novel implementation of CUDA accelerated standard SOM.
The implementation has been designed to favor high dimensional text data as opposed to earlier proposals which focused majorly on increasing map sizes or number of training examples. It turned out that the proposed CUDA implementation achieved significant speedup as compared to its CPU counterpart.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Sentiment analysis has been extensively studied by researchers in the past decade and a half, and numerous works have been published in this field. In this study, we are employing self-organizing maps for sentiment analysis. Hence, we surveyed some research related to sentiment analysis performed using self-organizing maps. As this work also proposes a parallel, CUDA-based version of the self-organizing maps, we also review previous efforts in this direction.
Due to their excellent visualization abilities self-organizing maps have been widely adopted in domains like Bioinformatics [5] , Geosciences [6] , Finance [7] etc. In sentiment analysis research as well, SOMs have been used to study the sentiments of tourists [8] , to infer movie characteristics from movie reviews [9] , summarize social network conversation regarding wine varieties [10] and in automatic detection of bullying in social media platforms [11] . Reference [12] proposed a two-step approach to study the sentiment of a forum focused on a cancer treatment drug. They manually assigned a sentiment label to each post from the forum and then trained a SOM with a TF-IDF representation of the posts using the SOM Toolbox. The SOM was used to find clusters in the data and to study the correlation of the codebook vectors with the positive and negative opinion. Reference [13] studied the efficacy of SOM for unsupervised and supervised sentiment analysis tasks. They extracted features from movie review dataset in TF-IDF feature representation and selected the top features ranked by the information gain criterion. The dataset was visualized using the Emergent SOM variant of SOM and classifier was trained using the Learning Vector Quantization algorithm. They concluded that the performance of SOM for sentiment analysis tasks is at par with other machine learning algorithms.
Growing Hierarchical Self-organizing Maps (GHSOM) are a class of self-organizing maps which are frequently used for training SOMs with text data. Reference [14] trained a classifier using the Enrich-GHSOM to perform aspect-level classification of product reviews. They modeled the hierarchical relationships between the target entity and the aspects as an ontology and used the hierarchical structure of the Enrich GHSOM to compute the overall sentiment score of the target objects taking into account the sentiment polarity of aspects. The highest learning accuracy reported was 63.15%.
SOM has also been employed to visualize customer feedback to gain insights. Reference [15] proposed to use SOM for visual comparison of customer feedback from a geospatial perspective. They rendered sentiment maps and trained a SOM with the color vectors extracted from each of the maps.
The trained map depicted that the sentiment scores and key concepts are associated with the geographic position of the reviewers. Reference [16] proposed a method to visualize customer feedback along with the corresponding evaluation values. They used probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing to reduce the dimensions of the word frequency vectors and used these features to train a SOM. Each node of a SOM was then assigned a shade based on the evaluation value of that node.
SOM being a type of a neural network is inherently suitable for parallelism. This characteristic has been extensively exploited and a number of parallelization schemes have been proposed for SOM for applications like computer vision and data mining. One of the first proposals of a parallel SOM is seen in [17] . The efficiency of parallel SOM was demonstrated with a MATLAB implementation of the proposed algorithm on a single core CPU. During the same time another software-based parallel implementation of a SOM called parSOM [18] was proposed for high-performance text data analysis.
The software was implemented on hardware ranging from a dual processor Celeron system to a 64-processor Cray Origin 2000. Thereafter, parallel implementations were proposed using a variety of hardware and libraries like OpenGL [19] , MapReduce-MPI [20] , OpenCL [21] and supercomputers and VLSI chips [22] .
With the advent of NVIDIA's CUDA architecture, there was an increase General Purpose GPU (GP-GPU) programming as CUDA enables the non-graphic programmers to easily work with GPUs.
Reference [23] proposed an implementation based on input data segmentation, and CUDA streams 6 which are sequences of commands that execute in order. They compared the GPU implementation with CPU implementations by varying the SOM network size, input size and the input dimension size.
They concluded that speedups due to GPU are not significant in case of small input size or dimension size. The largest dimension tested was 32. Reference [24] evaluated the performance of SOM parallelization on single and multiple GPUs using CUDA, OpenCL and MPI. They reported that on a single GPU, CUDA results in higher speedup as compared to OpenCL, while on multiple GPU setups using CUDA with MPI, they observed that the speedup increases with the number of GPUs for larger datasets but only by a factor of 4. Overall, it was noticed that pure CUDA implementation was the fastest. The largest dimension tested was 8.
Reference [25] proposed a GPU accelerated Batch-SOM for high-dimensional data. The map was organized in a 2D texture format and vertex and fragment shaders were responsible for finding the best matching unit and updating the weights respectively. The authors claimed to achieve a speedup of 15x to 40x in comparison with CPU implementation. The highest dimension tested was 2048.
Reference [26] proposed a parallel implementation of batch SOM by using network and data partitioning methods. The data was partitioned into M maps and each map was broken down to C nodes. Each node was finally broken down to K weight vector dimensions enabling them to parallelize SOM at the level of dimensions and launching M × C × K threads. They reported gains up to 20x.
However, the largest dimension size tested was 10 and their tests indicated that the gains drop significantly while increasing the dimension size or input size.
A CUDA-based SOM focused on high-dimensional inputs was proposed in [27] A three-step implementation was proposed and the results were reported on synthetic data comprising a maximum of 1000 dimensions.
Recently, [28] proposed a GPU based implementation of sequential SOM. They exploited the cuBLAS library, which contains optimized linear algebra operations for the CUDA architecture.
Datasets with vectors of length 16 and 64 were tested.
DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUES USED

A. Self-organizing Feature Maps
Inspired by the research on brain maps and neural models of self-organization [29] , Kohonen proposed the self-organizing feature maps (SOM) in the 1980s [30] . SOMs are unsupervised artificial neural networks which borrow principles from vector quantization and neurobiology to generate accurate low dimensional representations (feature maps) from high-dimensional data. Most of the realworld data, for example, text data or data from bioinformatics, is high-dimensional and SOMs prove to be excellent tools for dimension reduction and aiding in analysis of such data. SOM achieves this with its property of self-organization which produces a set of prototype vectors such that vectors corresponding to similar points in the input space are topographically closer on the feature map and those corresponding to dissimilar points are farther apart.
The standard SOM architecture consists of two layers -an input layer and an output layer. The input layer consists of neurons where, is the number of features in the input dataset, and presents one input vector at a time, to the output layer. While working with text data, the number of neurons in the input layer will be equal to the number of features generated after processing of text data and this layer will present one document at a time to the output layer. The output layer (often) consists of a two-dimensional lattice of neurons. Each of these neurons is mapped to a weight vector of length .
In each iteration of the training procedure, one input vector is presented to the output layer and all the neurons compete to get activated. The weight vector which is most similar to the input vector, is determined as the winning neuron. Based on a neighborhood function, the winning neuron then determines a spatial neighborhood, providing a basis for cooperation among neighboring neurons. The neurons in the selected neighborhood then adapt their weight vectors in proportion to their distance from the winning neuron, with the winning neuron getting the maximum activation. The weight vectors are updated as follows:
Where, represent the spatial coordinates of the neuron with which weight vector is associated, represents the iteration, ℎ represents a smoothing kernel like Gaussian, represent the spatial coordinates of the winning neuron and represents the input vector.
Using these principles of competition, cooperation and adaption, SOM produces a feature map which accurately represents the input space. For more details on the principles of SOM and tuning it for better results, interested readers are referred to [29] .
B. CUDA Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) are massive arrays of processors which operate in parallel.
Although they are computationally weaker than CPUs, due to their low cost, a large of GPU cores can be bunched together to perform parallel operations much faster by increasing the throughput. They were originally designed for graphics based applications like rendering of video game graphics.
However, researchers quickly realized the ability to perform independent and parallel operations on the GPU which led to the birth of GPGPU (General-purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units). GPGPU is the use of GPUs for non-graphic purposes by modeling the data as images or other graphical forms. While this approach enabled the use of GPU for other parallel algorithms, modeling the problem in terms of graphics processing was extremely difficult.
To enable users to design their applications without going into the details of graphics processing 
PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach is divided into four phases viz,. text preprocessing, feature extraction and representation, implementation of CUDASOM, and segmentation of customer complaints using the developed tool. A schematic of the proposed approach is depicted in Fig. 1 .
A. Text Preprocessing
This step was performed using the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) in the Python programming language. We followed standard text mining procedures like noise removal, tokenization and lemmatization on the whole corpus. In this study, we rely on the occurrence and significance of terms to capture the severity of complaints as the Euclidean distance metric is used throughout for measuring similarity. Hence, stop words were removed as they contribute to noise in this scenario.
B. Feature Extraction and Representation
In We propose a novel scheme to parallelize the standard SOM on CUDA, with a focus on high dimensional text data. In this scheme, the block size is independent of the length of the data vectors making it suitable for working with DTMs. Our implementation assumes a two dimensional map and hence a three dimensional data structure is used to represent the map along with its weight vectors.
Initially, we transform the multi-dimensional data and map structures into single dimensional arrays to improve memory accesses on the GPU. All the data transformations are performed within the memory associated with the GPU (henceforth referred to as the device memory) and then the results are ported back to the main memory. This approach significantly eliminates delays due to host-device memory transfers and synchronizations. We also make use of shared memory on the GPU, in addition to global memory, wherever constant data is repeatedly used for comparisons. The training is performed by three kernels. 1) getDistances kernel: In each iteration, an input sample is randomly selected on the host and the corresponding index is passed to this kernel call. This kernel distributes a subset of map units in each block and the threads in each block represent the map units. The input vector is copied to the shared memory for each block to minimize global memory access. Within each block, the distance between the input vector and the map units represented by the threads in that block is computed and stored in the shared memory. Using a parallel reduction within the kernel, the minimum distance and the index of the corresponding map unit are stored on the global memory in an array named bmu.
Hence, each of the blocks stores a possible candidate for best matching unit for the corresponding input.
2)
reduceMin kernel: This kernel uses a parallel reduction scheme on bmu to compute the best matching unit. To ensure proper reduction, this kernel is launched with a number of blocks equal to the power of 2.
3)
updateWeights kernel: This kernel computes the distances between the map units using their corresponding matrix coordinates. As hexagonal maps are more accurate and better suited for visualization, we implemented CUDASOM with hexagonal neighbors and accordingly hexagonal coordinates were calculate before computing the distances. The updated weights are written directly to the weights array in the device memory without copying them to the main memory. The weights are copied to the main memory only after all the iterations are completed.
D. Segmentation of customer complaints using SOM
In this phase, we trained CUDASOM with each of the dataset separately. The calculation of the number of iterations and the map size for each dataset, was inspired by the heuristics adopted in the SOM Toolbox [31] . Fig. 2 presents an outline of the procedure for calculating the number of iterations and the map size.
Based on the guidelines in [29] , we initialized the prototype vectors using the regular, twodimensional sequence of vectors taken along a hyperplane spanned by the two largest principal components of the DTM. To select the initial learning rate parameter, we performed a series of experiments on benchmark datasets [32] like Iris and Breast Cancer Wisconsin, and fixed the value at 0.1. The Gaussian decay was used to smooth the learning rate and neighborhood radius.
It has been strongly established in information retrieval studies that cosine similarity, which employs dot product, is a more effective similarity measure for analyzing and clustering text documents [33] . According to [29] , if the input is normalized to constant length, and if the vector is high dimensional (which is true in our case), the difference in SOMs based on Euclidean distance and dot product is insignificant. As we employed Euclidean distance in our implementation, we normalized the input data before presenting to SOM.
An outline of the procedure for calculating the map dimensions and number of iterations is depicted in Figure 2 . We trained CUDASOM with the TF and TF-IDF based DTMs separately for each dataset. The trained prototype vectors were then visualized with a similarity coloring scheme [34] . For each experiment, the quantization error and speed were computed. To ascertain that CUDASOM is producing the correct results, we performed experiments on all datasets using the same settings with a CPU implementation of the SOM.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed CUDASOM on customer complaint datasets of four leading Indian banks. The customer complaints were posted on an online public complaint forum.
Details of the datasets and the experimental environment are presented as follows.
A. Dataset details
The datasets were obtained from [35] . The authors crawled the web and collected 749, 1108, 758, and 1123 consumer complaints and bank executive responses from www.complaintboard.in on four banks namely Axis Bank, HDFC Bank, ICICI Bank, and SBI respectively. The first three are leading Indian private sector banks, whereas SBI is the biggest public sector bank in assets. The datasets were prepared during the period of October-December 2014 and hence they contain complaints posted before December 2014, on the specified forum. Details of the datasets are presented in Table 1 . All the models were implemented in Python v3.5.2 and the GPU programming was implemented using the PyCUDA [36] module which helps in accessing NVIDIA's CUDA parallel computation API from Python.
Several implementations [37] [38] of SOM employing industrial-grade machine learning frameworks like Tensorflow are available on the open source platform. These software provide vanilla implementations of SOM and do not employ the heuristics proposed in the literature for proper training of SOM. Moreover, they do not provide visualization capabilities like similarity coloring which are more intuitive for visualizing a dataset of customer complaints. Also, as machine learning frameworks are positioned on top of several layers of abstraction they leave very little scope for tuning the core architecture of SOM, As such these implementations were not readily suitable for this study Hence, we selected PyCUDA as the base framework and implemented the architecture from scratch, incorporating the recommended heuristics and visualization tools suitable for this application.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As this work proposes two ideas, we discuss the results of each of the ideas separately.
A. Segmentation of customer complaints using CUDASOM
We evaluated the results based on two soft criteria -the ability of the map to provide a visual aid in the analysis of the complaints and effective topology preservation of the data by CUDASOM, i.e., complaints related to one, or similar products get mapped to neighboring nodes.
Firstly, we compared the results across the two feature representations adopted. Fig. 3 depicts the map generated by the TF based DTM of HDFC dataset and the map generated by the TF-IDF based DTM of the same dataset. Secondly, we performed an in-depth analysis of the feature maps obtained using the TF-IDF based DTMs of all the four datasets. We analyzed the results to determine if CUDASOM is able to a) produce a product-wise segmentation of the complaints and b) produce a severity-wise segmentation of the complaints. In order to do this, we assigned each document vector to the best matching vector on the trained map. Then, the product-wise segmentation was verified by retrieving the documents mapped to the nodes on the map and studying the distribution of the complaints. In order to verify whether the algorithm can group the complaints based on severity we proceeded as follows.
Complaints were labelled as "moderate" or "severe" (symbolically as 1 or 2 respectively)
independently by the first author along with two additional human annotators and final labels were assigned by performing a simple majority voting of three sets of labels. After training CUDASOM with unlabeled data and obtaining the feature map, we programmatically marked each neuron of the feature map with the labels of the documents, provided by the human annotators, mapped to it.
Broadly, it was noticed that CUDASOM was able to achieve product-wise arrangement of the complaints along with the corresponding severity tagged thereof. The following observations were drawn from the maps: Some complaints which pertain to less frequent products like customer care are in the intersection of the three regions. Descriptive analytics of customer complaints by the proposed model, therefore, provides the advantages of identifying the different products/services which the customer is complaining of, the impact of the affected product/service, any trending issues suddenly affecting a large customer base.
This will help the bank executives in charge of customer relationship management department in prioritizing the redressal of complaints.
B. Performance of CUDASOM
As mentioned in section 6, to confirm that the results of CUDASOM are accurate, they were compared with the results of experiments performed using the CPU implementation of SOM on all datasets using the same settings. We verified the accuracy by comparing the quantization error and the map generated in the respective experiments. Quantization error is used as a metric to tune the map and as such can be compared only when the dataset and the map sizes are the same. • As seen in Table 2 , the difference in the quantization errors between CPU and GPU implementations is very small. Differences of this magnitude are expected even in multiple runs of the same program as the initializations and the order in which the samples are presented to SOM would be different. The map obtained from CUDASOM (seen in Fig. 5 ) and the map obtained from the serial version (seen in Fig. 8 ) also differs very slightly due to the same reason. An average speed up of 43x is obtained with CUDASOM as compared to the CPU implementation of SOM. The minimum speedup achieved was 41x and the maximum speedup was about ~47x. Although it is a standard practice to compare the time taken by the GPU application with the CPU version, we believe it is unfair as the optimal implementation of CPU is subjective and debatable [27] . As compared to [27] our algorithm has been able to achieve higher peak speedup on input data of 3-fold higher dimensions and the results have been validated on a real-world dataset. To establish that our algorithm performs well with larger map sizes, we ran tests similar to [28] and compared the ratio of time taken with an increase in dimension size of the map. Same data size and number of epochs have been considered. The length of the weight vectors considered is 64. It can be noticed from the table that the ratio of time taken with an exponential increase in map size increases gradually in case of our implementation as compared to [28] . • One limitation of the proposed algorithm is that it is limited by the size of the device memory.
Before the training starts, the initialized weight vectors of the map and the data matrix is copied to the device memory and is copied back to the main memory only after the execution of the training phase is completed. Although this approach drastically reduces the CPU-GPU data transfer overhead and synchronization, it limits the size of the data that is processed. In future we will work on alleviating this limitation.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In this study, we propose a visual sentiment analysis framework by employing self-organizing maps for analysis of customer complaints. We compared the performance of the model with two vector space model representations of the documents, viz., term frequency representation and TF-IDF representation. We also propose a parallel version of the algorithm for faster processing of complaints and compared its performance with the serial version. The model generated a more distinct segmentation with TF-IDF based DTM as compared to the term frequency based DTM. Visualization depicts that CUDASOM is effectively mapping the complaints related to different products/services into distinct groups. The algorithm also demonstrates a significant speedup as compared to the serial version and can be clearly considered as useful for faster analysis of data with large dimensions.
In future, we will study the performance of the model with more advanced feature representations like Paragraph Embedding and hashing TF-IDF. We are also interested in studying the performance of the model with larger datasets.
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